
Reading Group Guide 

The Color Purple by Alice Walker 
The Color Purple is a modern classic which is still read and studied in schools and book 
groups in both the UK and the USA. Published in 1982 it went onto win the Pulitzer Prize 
for fiction and raised Alice Walker’s popularity and other writing onto a global stage. Still 
relevant, moving and shocking, this novel speaks to all different people of colour, age, 
gender and sex.  

• What were your preconceptions when coming to the book? Had you seen the 
movie? Have meant to read it and never got round it? How did the reading of it 
differ from your preconception? 

• The Color Purple is an epistolary novel. (I.e. Alice Walker uses the device of letter 
writing to tell her story.) How does this format contribute to the plot? Do you 
enjoy this format or not? 

• How did Nettie find her voice, then her strength? How did she learn how to thrive? 
What moments struck you as the most significant in Nettie’s story? 

• In what ways are Nettie and Celie different? In what ways are they similar? Does 
Shug replace Nettie in Celie's life? 

• What is the significance of how names are used in this book? How do they 
represent the behaviours and expectation of men and women? (eg. ‘Squeak’, ‘Mr. 
_’) 

• What do you think of how Nettie and Mr._’s relationship settles at the end of the 
book? Does Mr._ deserve forgiveness? 

• Are there any parts of the book which moved you or haunted you in particular? 
What were they and why? 

• Sofia is unjustly imprisoned. How is this related to the major theme of injustice, 
which affects all of the main characters in the novel?  

• Do you think the stories and circumstances of the characters in The Color Purple 
are still relevant to us today? If so, how? If not, why not? 

• What is the significance of the title and the colour, purple? 

Quotes and comments from famous fans 

Damian Barr: 

Celia and Nettie showed me not just how to survive but how to thrive, I am always 
looking for a flash of purple from the corner of my eye, an unexpected moment of joy. It 
helped me reimagine God and feel good about myself. 



Hollie McNish: 

Of everything I studied at school, it is this book which has rammed itself firmly inside my 
mind. The words ‘wet rose’ more than anything. I found it really hard to take, as I 
should’ve. It was probably my first experience with any sort of sex scenes in literature too 
and it really shook me - both the atrocities and the beauty of Celie and Shug. Inside, I was 
deeply moved. But in my immature state at sixteen years old I remember us all awkwardly 
shying away from all of those sexual scenes. We were all like ‘Yuk, wet rose, gross’ but in 
our heads, or mine at least, were totally bewildered by someone finally being open with 
us about female sensual and sexuality. It was mind-blowing for me. 
  
Hollie’s favourite quote from the book: 
  
I’m sure I share this with a lot of people but this quote is genuinely something I have tried 
to live my life through. Not in terms of God. I don’t believe in God. Just in terms of 
noticing the beauty of each moment of nature and the planet we are so lucky to inhabit. I 
told my daughter about this last week and she was equally moved. She’s 6! 
  
“I think it pisses God off if you walk by the color purple in a field somewhere and don't 
notice it.” 


